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A History of Medicine: Byzantine and Islamic medicine 1996
an up to date survey of medieval islamic medicine offering new insights to the role of medicine and physicians in medieval islamic culture

Medieval Islamic Medicine 2007
muslims raised the dignity of the medical profession from that of a menial calling to the rank of one of the learned professions they were
the first to introduce systematically in their medical writings smallpox and measles the treatment of cerebral hemorrhage and apoplexy
allergy tracheotomy operation for cataract paediatrics anaesthesia and many other specialities on which thousands of books have been
written this book examines the history of a medical tradition which has been nurtured in the light of the quranic edicts

History of Islamic Medicine 2013
the first monograph on islamic hospitals this volume examines their origins development architecture social roles and connections to non
islamic institutions

History of Islamic Medicine 2013-04
the author of this text argues that although the islamic and the pre islamic hausa medical systems have much in common their theoretical
and conceptual frameworks are different they operate from different understandings of the causes of disease and misfortune and of the
appropriate methods to be employed to restore health or alleviate suffering the book also discusses another significant difference between
the islamic and non islamic hausa medical systems the mode of preserving and communicating medical knowledge the early history of islamic
medicine is also described and its theories concepts and historical developments are explored

The Medieval Islamic Hospital 2015-10-14
presents a selection of articles that illustrate the intellectual curiosity and theoretical vigour with which arabs and non arabs living in
the medieval muslim world pursued scientific endeavours the focus is firmly on articles published during the last 20 years during which the
discipline has enjoyed a new bloom

History of Early Islamic Medical 2004
according to fiqh e jaferia islamic medical wisdom the tibb al a imma by imam ali ibn abu talib as author andrew j newman editor batool
ispahany translator the present is the first english translation of a text in the twelver shi i prophetic medical tradition as such it will



prove of both interest and importance to specialists and non specialists alike the former include those pursuing study of various aspects
of islamic history and civilization in general and especially students of the history of islamic medicine the latter include both those
wishing greater awareness of the twelver shi i faith and heritage in general and those desirous of greater familiarity with practical
dimensions of the faith in particular for these audiences a fuller appreciation of this text is perhaps best achieved by some discussion of
the place of the prophetic medical tradition within the context of the history of islamic medicine western language scholars have generally
defined islamic medicine as composed of two distinct and dichotomous traditions pre islamic galenic medicine and prophetic medicine galenic
medicine is understood to have become available to islamic medical writers and practitioners as greek scientific texts were translated into
arabic beginning especially in baghdad in the early 3rd 9th century supported by the abbasid caliphs and other wealthy benefactors over the
next two hundred years the translation movement made much of greek philosophy and science available in arabic the lingua franca of islamic
civilization the imams of the ahl al bayt peace be upon them were as concerned with treating the body as they were with treating the soul
and their regard for the soundness of the body was similar to their regard for the refinement of the soul they were physicians of the soul
and the body and muslims would consult them for their physical illnesses as they would for curing their spiritual sicknesses this
collection of hadith is ample evidence of that the imams peace be upon them were not merely conveyors of religious regulations and
legislation but were leaders committed to caring for the muslims equally concerned if such a term is correct with the health of their
bodies and their beliefs such that they encouraged the learning of medicine al tibb in his comprehensive statement on the divisions of
knowledge ali b abu talib d 40 661 amir al mu minin peace be upon him combined it medicine with the knowledge of jurisprudence al fiqh
saying there are four kinds of knowledge jurisprudence for religions medicine for bodies grammar for languages and study of the stars to
recognize the seasons much has been related from the imams in collections of hadith on medicine and preserving good health just as there
are more descriptions of various remedies related from them here for the reader are a small number of their sayings which are general rules
for preserving health and physical well being

Islam, Medicine, and Practitioners in Northern Nigeria 1997
an online open access version of this work is also available from brill a literary history of medicine by the syrian physician ibn abī
uṣaybiʿah d 1270 is the earliest comprehensive history of medicine it contains biographies of over 432 physicians ranging from the ancient
greeks to the author s contemporaries describing their training and practice often as court physicians and listing their medical works all
this interlaced with poems and anecdotes these volumes present the first complete and annotated translation along with a new edition of the
arabic text showing the stages in which the author composed the work introductory essays provide important background the reader will find
on these pages an islamic society that worked closely with christians and jews deeply committed to advancing knowledge and applying it to
health and wellbeing

Islamic Medical and Scientific Tradition 2011
designed to support the best selling third edition of medicine at a glance 9781405186162 medicine at a glance core cases contains over 200
cases with self assessment exercises and answers to aid understanding and test student knowledge following the structure of the main



textbook each chapter presents a number of clinical cases based on the textbook chapter s content this clinical knowledge is tested by a
number of multiple choice self assessment exercises which can then be applied to practical situations on the ward ideal for medical
students and junior doctors medicine at a glance core cases features over 200 case studies and self assessment exercises based on the best
selling medicine at a glance 9781405186162 follows the structure of the main textbook each chapter presents a number of clinical cases
based on the textbook chapter s content includes free access to the online interactive version featuring feedback and scoring at
ataglanceseries com medicine this title is also available as a mobile app from medhand mobile libraries buy it now from google play or the
medhand store for more information on the complete range of at a glance titles please visit ataglanceseries com

Islamic medical wisdom 2001-02
this volume in the highly respected cambridge history of science series is devoted to the history of science in the middle ages from the
north atlantic to the indus valley medieval science was once universally dismissed as non existent and sometimes it still is this volume
reveals the diversity of goals contexts and accomplishments in the study of nature during the middle ages organized by topic and culture
its essays by distinguished scholars offer the most comprehensive and up to date history of medieval science currently available intended
to provide a balanced and inclusive treatment of the medieval world contributors consider scientific learning and advancement in the
cultures associated with the arabic greek latin and hebrew languages scientists historians and other curious readers will all gain a new
appreciation for the study of nature during an era that is often misunderstood

A Literary History of Medicine 2024-03-25
originally published in 1926 an introduction to the history of medicine is a compilation of reliable and essential contributions to the
subject of the history of medicine the book looks at the evolution of medicine from the practices in ancient egypt to the medicine of the
16th century and examines the work of hippocrates and galen the book also examines the philosophy that began around the practice of
medicine as well as early discussions of ethics it also looks at early medicine through the lens of religion covering the practices of
medicine in hindu chaldean and islamic religions the book provides a broad coverage of early medicine in ancient civilizations focusing
particularly on ancient greece persia and rome

Medicine at a Glance: Core Cases 2010-11-08
originally published between 1920 70 the history of civilization was a landmark in early twentieth century publishing it was published at a
formative time within the social sciences and during a period of decisive historical discovery the aim of the general editor c k ogden was
to summarize the most up to date findings and theories of historians anthropologists archaeologists and sociologists this reprinted
material is available as a set or in the following groupings or as individual volumes prehistory and historical ethnography set of 12 0 415
15611 4 800 00 greek civilization set of 7 0 415 15612 2 450 00 roman civilization set of 6 0 415 15613 0 400 00 eastern civilizations set
of 10 0 415 15614 9 650 00 judaeo christian civilization set of 4 0 415 15615 7 250 00 european civilization set of 11 0 415 15616 5 700 00



The Cambridge History of Science: Volume 2, Medieval Science 2013-10-07
the colonial encounter between france and morocco in the late nineteenth century took place not only in the political realm but also in the
realm of medicine because the body politic and the physical body are intimately linked french efforts to colonize morocco took place in and
through the body starting from this original premise medicine and the saints traces a history of colonial embodiment in morocco through a
series of medical encounters between the islamic sultanate of morocco and the republic of france from 1877 to 1956 drawing on a wealth of
primary sources in both french and arabic ellen amster investigates the positivist ambitions of french colonial doctors sociologists
philologists and historians the social history of the encounters and transformations occasioned by french medical interventions and the
ways in which moroccan nationalists ultimately appropriated a french model of modernity to invent the independent nation state each chapter
of the book addresses a different problem in the history of medicine international espionage and a doctor s murder disease and revolt in
moroccan cities a battle for authority between doctors and muslim midwives and the search for national identity in the welfare state this
research reveals how moroccans ingested and digested french science and used it to create a nationalist movement and islamist politics and
to understand disease and health in the colonial encounter the muslim body became a seat of subjectivity the place from which individuals
contested and redefined the political

Health Sciences in Early Islam 1984
a non technical jargon free presentation of the history of medicine from palaeopathology to recent theories and practices of modern
medicine it gives a wide ranging overview of western medicine and an introduction to the rich and varied medical traditions of the near and
far east this text stresses the major themes in the history of medicine placing the modern experience within the framework of historical
issues and it presents medical history as an important part of intellectual and social history supplying students with an examination of
the field that encourages them to question modern medical assumptions areas that are less familiar to students are highlighted and case
histories represent broader issues and trends

Studies on the history of Islamic medicine and related fields 1997
this book describes medieval islamic medicine and to explore a specific medical text on the prevention of bodily ills in egypt by ali ibn
ridwan a d 998 1068 it seeks to answer the following questions what did it mean to be a doctor in medieval islamic society what was the
nature of the medicine that physicians practiced and what was the relationship between physician and patient

An Introduction to the History of Medicine 2018-12-14
translated from the original arabic by william alexander greenhill



The History of Medicine 2013-11-05
explores the interplay of medicine and religion in western societies medicine and religion is the first book to comprehensively examine the
relationship between medicine and religion in the western tradition from ancient times to the modern era beginning with the earliest
attempts to heal the body and account for the meaning of illness in the ancient near east historian gary b ferngren describes how the
polytheistic religions of ancient mesopotamia egypt greece and rome and the monotheistic faiths of judaism christianity and islam have
complemented medicine in the ancient medieval and modern periods ferngren paints a broad and detailed portrait of how humans throughout the
ages have drawn on specific values of diverse religious traditions in caring for the body religious perspectives have informed both the
treatment of disease and the provision of health care and while tensions have sometimes existed relations between medicine and religion
have often been cooperative and mutually beneficial religious beliefs provided a framework for explaining disease and suffering that was
larger than medicine alone could offer these beliefs furnished a theological basis for a compassionate care of the sick that led to the
creation of the hospital and a long tradition of charitable medicine praise for medicine and health care in early christianity by gary b
ferngren this fine work looks forward as well as backward it invites fuller reflection of the many senses in which medicine and religion
intersect and merits wide readership jama an important book for students of christian theology who understand health and healing to be
topics of theological interest and for health care practitioners who seek a historical perspective on the development of the ethos of their
vocation journal of religion and health

Medicine and the Saints 2013-08-15
traces the islamic healing tradition s interaction with indian society and politics as these evolved in tandem from 1600 to 1900 and
demonstrates how an in house struggle for hegemony can be as potent as external power in defining medical social and national modernity a
pioneering work on the social and medical history of indian islam

A History of Medicine 1992-03-17
disease and medicine in world history is a concise introduction to diverse ideas about diseases and their treatment throughout the world
drawing on case studies from ancient egypt to present day america asia and europe this survey discusses concepts of sickness and forms of
treatment in many cultures sheldon watts shows that many medical practices in the past were shaped as much by philosophers and
metaphysicians as by university trained doctors and other practitioners subjects covered include pharaonic egypt and the pre conquest new
world the evolution of medical systems in the middle east health and healing on the indian subcontinent medicine and disease in china the
globalization of disease in the modern world the birth and evolution of modern scientific medicine this volume is a landmark contribution
to the field of world history it covers the principal medical systems known in the world based on extensive original research watts raises
questions about globalization in medicine and the potential impact of infectious diseases in the present day



Medieval Islamic Medicine 2023-11-10
the social history of medicine in the ottoman empire and the historic middle east is told in rich detail for the first time in english
accessible and engaging ottoman medicine sheds light on the work and power of medical practitioners in the ottoman world the enduring
significance and fascinating history of ottoman medicine emerge through a consideration of its medical ethics troubled relationship with
religion standards of professionalism bureaucratization and health systems management and the extent of state control of interest to
healthcare providers healers and patients this book helps us better understand and appreciate the medical practices of non western
societies

A Treatise on the Small-pox and Measles 1848
this book explores the agency of jinn the so called demons of islam they are regarded as mostly invisible and highly mobile creatures in a
globalized world with manifold forms of forced and voluntary migrations jinn are likewise on the move interfering in the human world and
affecting the mental and physical health of muslims this continuous challenge has so far been mainly addressed by traditional muslim health
management and by the so called spiritual medicine or medicine of the prophet this book shifts perspective its interdisciplinary chapters
deal with the transformation of manifold cultural resources by first analyzing the doctrinal and cultural history of jinn and the treatment
of jinn affliction in arabic texts and other sources it then discusses case studies of muslims and current health management approaches in
the middle east namely in egypt and syria finally it turns to the role of jinn in a number of migratory settings such as spain denmark
great britain and guantanamo

Medicine and Religion 2014-03-19
presents a detailed description of medieval medical treatments available during the crusades

Islam and Healing 2008-09-02
this interdisciplinary work the first of two volumes presents essays on various aspects of disease medicine and healing in different
locations in and around the indian ocean from the ninth century to the early modern period themes include theoretical explanations for
disease concepts of fertility material culture healing in relation to diplomacy and colonialism public health and the health of slaves and
migrant workers overall the books argue that throughout the period of study the indian ocean has been the site of multiple interconnected
medical interactions that may be viewed in the context of the environmental factors connecting the region the two volumes are the first to
use the indian ocean world as a geographical and conceptual framework for the study of disease it will appeal to academics and graduate
students working in the fields of medical and scientific history as well as in the growing fields of indian ocean studies and global
history



Studies on the History of Islamic Medicine and Related Fields 1997
elgood presents a continuous history of the fascinating art and practice of medicine in persia iran from the earliest times

Disease and Medicine in World History 2005-07-05
originally published in 1941 a history of medicine provides a detailed and comprehensive guide to the advancement of medicine from ancient
egypt and ancient babylonia all the way up to the 20th century the book looks at the close relationship between the progress of medicine
and its advancement of civilization it covers the development of medicine from old magical rites religious creeds classical hippocratism
and revolutionary discoveries while looking at the associated economic intellectual and political conditions of life in different nations
during different times the book provides an essential and detailed look at the rich history of medicine and how it has impacted society

Ottoman Medicine 2010-07-02
this highly readable survey describes the development of islamic medicine and its influence on western medical thought it explains the main
features of islamic medicine its system of human physiology its ideas about the nature of disease its rules for diet and the use of drugs
and its relationship with astrology and the occult

Islam, Migration and Jinn 2021-03-13
this work deals with the medical knowledge and beliefs of cultures outside of the united states and europe in addition to articles
surveying islamic chinese native american aboriginal australian indian egyptian and tibetan medicine the book includes essays on comparing
chinese and western medicine and religion and medicine each essay is well illustrated and contains an extensive bibliography

The Life of Ibn Sina 1974-01-01
in mamluks and animals veterinary medicine in medieval islam housni alkhateeb shehada offers the first comprehensive study of veterinary
medicine its practitioners and its patients in the medieval islamic world with special emphasis on the mamluk period 1250 1517

Medicine in the Crusades 2004-11-25
in three sections the oxford handbook of the history of medicine celebrates the richness and variety of medical history around the world it
explore medical developments and trends in writing history according to period place and theme



Histories of Medicine and Healing in the Indian Ocean World, Volume One 2016-01-26
in recent decades there has been considerable interest in writing histories of medicine that capture local regional and global dimensions
of health and health care in the same frame exploring changing patterns of disease and different systems of medicine across continents and
countries a global history of medicine provides a rich introduction to this emergent field the introductory chapter addresses the
challenges of writing the history of medicine across space and time and suggests ways in which tracing the entangled histories of the
patchworks of practice that have constituted medicine allow us to understand how healing traditions are always plural permeable and shaped
by power and privilege written by scholars from around the world and accompanied by suggestions for further reading individual chapters
explore historical developments in health medicine and disease in china the islamic world north and latin america africa south east asia
western and eastern europe and australia and new zealand the final chapter focuses on smallpox eradication and reflects on the sources and
methods necessary to integrate local and global dimensions of medicine more effectively collectively the contributions to a global history
of medicine will not only be invaluable to undergraduate and postgraduate students seeking to expand their knowledge of health and medicine
across time but will also provide a constructive theoretical and empirical platform for future scholarship

A Medical History of Persia and the Eastern Caliphate 2010-10-31
the arab contribution is fundamental to the history of science mathematics and technology but until now no single publication has offered
an up to date synthesis of knowledge in this area in three fully illustrated volumes the encyclopedia of the history of arab science
documents the history and philosophy of arab science from the earliest times to the present day thirty one chapters written by an
international team of specialists cover astronomy mathematics music engineering nautical science scientific institutions and many other
areas the encyclopedia is divided into three volumes 1 astronomy theoretical and applied 2 mathematics and the physical sciences 3
technology alchemy and the life sciences extensively illustrated with figures tables and plates each chapter is written by an
internationally respected expert guaranteeing accuracy and quality each volume contains an extensive bibliography of sources and
suggestions for further reading and the set is fully indexed this set will interest mathematicians engineers and scientists as well as
students of history the history of science and middle eastern studies publisher s information

A History of Medicine: Medieval medicine 1996

A History of Medicine 1991



Medieval Islamic Medicine 1984

A History of Medicine 2019-01-15

Islamic Medicine 1997

Medicine Across Cultures 2006-04-11

Mamluks and Animals 2012-11-09

The Oxford Handbook of the History of Medicine 2011-08-25

A Global History of Medicine 2018-01-05

Encyclopedia of the History of Arabic Science: Technology, alchemy and life sciences 1996
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